Pathology of the myeloproliferative diseases.
The classification of myeloid neoplasms now includes CMPD, mixed CMPD/ MDS, MDS, and acute myeloid leukemias. CMPD and CMPD/MDS, both clonal stem cell diseases, share myeloproliferative features, including typical hypercellular marrows, organomegaly, and cell lineage maturation. The CMPD generally differ by which myeloid cell lineage dominates hematopoiesis, and the main diseases include CML, PV, ET, and CIM. The mixed CMPD/MDS disorders also show dysplastic features and variable amounts of effective hematopoiesis; these disorders include CMML, JMML, and atypical CML. Given the overlap in morphology among these diseases, correlation with clinical, hematologic, and cytogenetic/molecular genetic findings is imperative for precise classification.